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MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to provide a safe environment with opportunities for our students to grow and mature
emotionally, socially, and physically.  Our desire is to place the overall welfare of the student first, while
developing a program that adds to the total educational curriculum.  Our desire is that this program be an
educational opportunity for the entire student body at School of the Osage.

Athletics/activities can generate a justified sense of pride in the school and a necessary sense of
belonging.  Meaningful participation returns many dividends, including the making of lasting
friendships and the elimination of prejudices.  When on the playing field, differences in racial, religious,
political, and economic backgrounds shrink to insignificance, and the team spirit does remarkable,
almost miraculous things for participants and observers alike.

Athletics/activities in our society provides one of the finest ways in which our young people can develop
into responsible men and women.  Participation in athletics/activities means more than competition
between two individuals or two teams.  It teaches fair play, sportsmanship, understanding, and
appreciation of teamwork.

No student is obligated to take part in athletics/activities, nor is participation required for graduation.  It
should be stressed that participation is a privilege that can be taken away by the school if a student’s
actions warrant it.  Standards and guidelines by the Missouri State High School Activities Association,
the school district, and coaching staff will provide the security of authority that all students need.
Students should know what is expected and should realize that the school district desires for the student
to become an outstanding citizen with qualities that expand the opportunity for success.

Athletics/activities provides for competition, which is an essential part of life in American culture and
should be provided for in the curriculum of our school district.  Although success should be measured in
many ways, one of our goals is that our students should develop a healthy attitude towards competition.
The following statements best represent this attitude:

● I will prepare to win before the competition.
● I will compete with all my resources to win while abiding by the rules during competition.
● I will leave the competition with pride in knowing I have done my best that day.
● I will prepare for the next challenge.
● I will show respect to my opponents at all times.

In conclusion, athletics/activities means many things to many different people, but if athletics/activities
is anything at all, then it is a handshake between two competitors at the end of a hard fought event.  It is
the culmination of the sacrifices and efforts of two persons to that precise moment in time.  It is two
teammates seeking each other out in a crowd after a thrilling last second victory or a tough loss.  That
handshake says that whether I won or lost, I respect you for the fact that you are here competing with
me, and that you have worked as hard as I have worked to get here.  It is a good look at life.
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CODE OF ETHICS

The code of ethics should be developed to protect and promote the best interest of the high school
athletic/activities program.  In the coaching profession, the primary purpose of a code of ethics is to
clarify and distinguish ethical and approved professional practices from those that are detrimental and
harmful.  Applied to the coaching profession, ethics will help develop a standard of character in which
the public has trust and confidence.  The success of these principles and standards emphasized in the
code is dependent upon those for whom they have been prepared -- the coaches/sponsors in the School
of the Osage district.

Article I  ~ The coach/sponsor Total Responsibility

All coaches/sponsors assume certain obligations and responsibilities to the game they coach/sponsor, to
students, and to their fellow coaches/sponsors.  It is essential that every member of the profession be
constantly aware of these obligations and responsibilities with the purpose in mind that the coaching
profession will always remain an honorable profession and that each member is to conduct himself in
such a manner as to maintain the dignity and decency of this profession.

An active coach/sponsor is involved in three areas of relationship, which entail certain obligations for
which some definite standard of conduct may be described.  These areas include the following:

● Students
● School
● Other coaches/sponsors, team officials, sportswriters and others

In their relationships with students under his or her care, coaches/sponsors should always be aware of
the tremendous influence they control for good or bad. Parents trust their dearest possessions to the
coaches/sponsors charge; and coaches/sponsors, through example, must always be sure that the
individuals who have played under them are finer and more decent for having done so. The
coach/sponsor should never place the value of victory above that of instilling the highest desirable ideals
and character traits in students. The safety and welfare of students should always be uppermost in the
coach/sponsor mind, and the students must never be sacrificed for any personal prestige or personal
glory. In teaching the game of his or her choice, the coach/sponsor must realize that there are certain
rules designed to protect the students and provide common standards for determining a winner and a
loser. Any attempts to beat those rules in order to take unfair advantage of an opponent or to teach
deliberate unsportsmanlike conduct have no place in the coaching profession. Any coach/sponsor guilty
of such teaching does not have the right to call himself or herself a coach/sponsor. The coach/sponsor
should set the example of winning without boasting and of losing without bitterness. The coach/sponsor
who conducts himself or herself according to these principles need have no fear of failure, for in the
final analysis the success of the coach/sponsor can be measured in terms of the respect earned from
students and from opponents.

In their relationship with the school for which they work, coaches/sponsors should remember that they
are on public display as representatives of that school. It is important, therefore, that coaches/sponsors
conduct themselves in such a way as to maintain the principle of integrity and the dignity of the school.
School policies regarding the athletic/activities program should be adhered to both to the letter and to the
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spirit. Coaches/sponsors should remember that other members of the faculty also have an interest in the
school and in the students, and their conduct must be such that no criticism arises concerning their
efforts to develop the common interest and the purposes of the school.

Sportswriters and sportscasters should not be used as an outlet for relieving ill feelings toward other
coaches/sponsors, students, officials, or other schools. Sportswriters also have an interest in the
athletic/activities program and should be treated with respect and honesty.

Officials are an essential part of the athletic/activities program and of the game, and it should be
recognized that they are to attempt to maintain the highest standards of integrity and honesty. And, just
as coaches/sponsors can make mistakes, so can officials. It is important that their efforts to secure
perfection in performance be highly respected by coaches/sponsors.

It should be assumed that all members of the coaching profession intend to follow the precepts set forth
in a code of ethics. All evidence of unethical conduct should be brought openly to the proper authority
through the prescribed channels.

Coaches/sponsors whose conduct reflects honesty and integrity will bring credit to the coaching
profession, to the games that they coach/sponsor, to their schools, and to themselves. It is only through
such conduct that the profession can earn and maintain its rightful place in the educational program and
make its full contribution to the school and the community.

Article II ~ The coach/sponsor Responsibility to his/ her School

The function of the coach/sponsor is to educate students through participation in the game under his or
her direction. The primary and basic functions must never be disregarded.

Because of the unique place that coaches/sponsors hold in the educational organization, it is highly
important that they support the administration in all the policies, rules, and regulations, which may, from
time to time, be enacted. Differences of opinion must be discussed behind closed doors and not aired
through the public press and radio.

It is important that a harmonious relationship exists between the coach/sponsor and activities director.
The coach/sponsor should feel free to suggest and initiate any actions that have to do with the conduct or
improvement of the athletic/activities program. Controversial matters should be discussed on a friendly
basis; but once final decisions have been reached, they should be accepted and supported by the
coach/sponsor.

Participation in interscholastic athletics/activities is based on the individual student's observance of
established rules and regulations. Every coach/sponsor should be thoroughly acquainted with these rules
and regulations and should assume responsibility for their observance and enforcement in cooperation
with the school officials who have been charged with this responsibility. Matters of eligibility should be
constantly referred to the school principal or activities director for consultation and interpretation.
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One of the coach/sponsor fundamental responsibilities must be to inspire students to achieve academic
success--not only to make good grades but also to secure a well-rounded high school education and to
graduate with honor.

Article III ~ The coach/sponsor Responsibility to the Student

Coaches/sponsors must remember that they are living examples for all of the students in the community
in which they coach/sponsor. Therefore, it is important to coaches/sponsors and to the profession in
which they represent that their actions and behavior bring credit to the profession and to themselves at
all times.

The coach/sponsor conduct before, during and after a game/activity should be exemplary.  For example:
● Before and after a game/activity, rival coaches/sponsors should meet and exchange friendly

greetings.
● During the game/activity coaches/sponsors should be as inconspicuous as possible.
● Coaches/sponsors should demonstrate a friendly and kindly attitude toward their students.
● The attitude of coaches/sponsors toward officials during the progress of the game/activity should

be respectful.
● After-game/activity visitors should not be permitted to a team's dressing room until

coaches/sponsors have had sufficient time to complete all of their post-game responsibilities,
including a careful check of any injuries.

Diagnosis of injuries and prescription of treatment are strictly medical problems and should, under no
circumstances, be considered a province of the coach/sponsor. The coach/sponsor responsibility is to see
that injured students are given prompt and competent medical attention and to see that the most detailed
instructions of the doctor are carried out.

Article IV ~ Rules of the Game

The coach/sponsor should be thoroughly acquainted with the rules of the game. Official rulebooks
should be studied and frequently reviewed. The coach/sponsor is primarily responsible for teaching and
interpreting the rules to the students.  The letter and the spirit of the rules must be respected and adhered
to by the coach/sponsor. Rules are made for the protection of the students and for the best interest of the
game. It is the coach/sponsor responsibility to see that they are observed.

Disregarding the rules brands a coach/sponsor or a student as a person unfit to be associated with the
athletic/activities program. It is especially important that coaches/sponsors stress those rules, which
involve bodily contact.  If the rules permit the use of hands and arms, it is the coach/sponsor’s
responsibility to see that hands and arms are used legally. It is not the purpose of any game to hurt or
injure an opponent by legal or illegal methods.

Good sportsmanship begins in practice.  If good sportsmanship becomes a habit, no one will have to
worry about unsportsmanlike tactics being used in any games.
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Article V ~ Officials

Officials must have the respect and support of the coaches/sponsors and students if they are to do their
job efficiently. On and off the record, criticism of officials and students or of the public shall be
considered unethical.

A cooperative relationship should exist between coach/sponsor and officials’ associations, with frequent
interchange of ideas and suggestions. Coaches/sponsors should attend officials’ rules meetings.
Likewise, coaches/sponsors should invite officials to discuss rules with squads and coaches/sponsors
meeting as a group.

Officials should always be treated in a courteous manner. Remember that videotape cannot be used to
question a judgment call by an official, so do not waste your time or your students’ time critiquing
officials.

Article VI ~ Public Relations

The responsibility of coaches/sponsors to accredited writers and radio and television commentators is to
provide news about the teams and students. The press should be treated with courtesy, honesty, and
respect. Misleading statements should be avoided.  Direct questions should be answered honestly or not
at all.  If good judgment indicates that an honest answer to a question would be detrimental to the best
interest of the game, good ethics demand that the question not be answered.  In such cases “no
comment” is entirely justifiable.  Coaches/sponsors should stress the importance of ethical procedures in
teaching their students how to conduct themselves on and off the field as well as on out-of-town trips.

It should be questionable practice for coaches/sponsors to focus on student injuries, disciplinary
measures, academic difficulties, or eligibility problems to the press, radio and television. Disciplinary
problems should be solved between the coach/sponsor and students involved. Eligibility is a matter for
the administration. Injuries are a matter for the team physician or family doctor.  No good purpose can
be served by emphasizing these problems.

The Osage Athletic Booster Club exists for the purpose of building support for all the athletic programs
of this school.  Coaches/sponsors should discuss methods of involving the booster club with the
activities director prior to approaching the executive board.

Article VII ~ Non-Faculty & Volunteer Coaches

All non-faculty and volunteer coaches must be approved by the activities director, building principal,
and pass a background check before they can attend any practices or games.  Any non-faculty assistant
coach who does not possess a professional teaching certificate or any non-certificated cheerleading
coach may be approved to serve as a coach at a member school for one school year, however, such coach
must complete the MSHSAA Coaches Education Program and Sports First Aid Course before approval
will be granted to serve as a coach at any member school during any subsequent school year.
Completion of the MSHSAA Coaches Education Program includes attending MSHSAA approved
courses in Coaching Principles (an eight hour course) and in Sport First Aid (a four hour course) and
passing the required three take-home, open book tests.  The required tests are ASEP (American Sport
Education Program) Coaching Principles, ASEP Sport First Aid, and MSHSAA By-Laws/Policies.
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GENERAL ATHLETIC AND ACTIVITY POLICIES

Transportation

Please review the items listed below:

1. A student is not to ride to or from an activity with another student. (Only in a unique
circumstance does a student ever get approved to ride with a parent to an activity.)

2. A student may ride home from an activity with his parent(s).  The parent(s) must notify the
sponsor/coach that they are taking their child home and sign the sign out sheet.

3. A student may ride home from an activity with another parent provided they have a written note
signed by his/her parent and an administrator, or an administrator has informed the
coach/sponsor of such an arrangement.

4. When a student is involved in two school sponsored activities on the same day, special
arrangements can be made through a contact with office personnel.  This arrangement must be
made a day in advance of the scheduled events.

5. The Activities Director must approve anything not covered above.

Fund Raising

Fund raising activities are to be limited especially any door-to-door type selling.  All fundraising must
be approved by the administration.  Sport concessions can be used by organizations.  The sponsor is
responsible for supervision.

Directory Information

Student information is confidential and as professionals we are not to discuss information about a
student with other people.  The high school office does have authority to release directory information.
Such information shall consist of the following: name, date of birth, address, telephone, student
participation in activities, weight & height of athletic teams, dates of attendance other than Osage,
previous schools attended, degree and awards and names of parents.  The Buckley Amendment also
allows the counselor’s office to release a transcript to a requesting school without written consent.

Student Communication

All coaches and directors must communicate with their students through Remind, HUDL, or previously
approved methods.  Administrators (Principals/Activities Director) must also be included in these
communications.  Coaches and directors should not communicate with a student via text message or any
other method that has not received prior approval..
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Special Supervision Note

We have been provided one of the most attractive and well maintained high schools in the state.  With
the opportunity and pleasure working in this building comes a responsibility to take extremely good care
of it.  We must supervise students to the extent that the building remains exactly like it is at this time.

Special care of the classrooms will be required but the areas that will require much more supervision
will be the hallways, cafeteria, gymnasium and auditorium.  Coaches/sponsors, music, and speech and
drama personnel will have added responsibilities in supervision.  The Board of Education is very proud
of this facility and will be especially concerned if any vandalism or unnecessary wear on the building
should occur.

The administration will continue to supervise halls, etc. but we still need your help.  The one simple
thing you should do that will help prevent unnecessary damage to your area is to make sure it is locked
anytime you are not in the room, regardless of the time you are gone.  The auditorium, gym, and music
rooms should always be locked when not in use or during practice when everyone is in the area.  For
example, during volleyball practice, no one should be in the gym other than the players.  When students
are coming into the building to view a film or for a meeting, they are to be with their coach/sponsor and
not to be anywhere in the building other than with their coach/sponsor.   They are to enter by the outside
entrance to the PE room.  Bus drivers will also be instructed to pick up students (excluding football
players) at this location.

Wednesday Practices

The Board of Education of School of the Osage has adopted the following procedure concerning
practices that involve students on any Wednesday.

The procedure is as follows:

“No teacher, sponsor, coach or other school employee may have students working, practicing, or receiving any
type of instruction on school premises that relates to any school sponsored activity after 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday.  This policy is to be understood that all students are to vacate the school premises no later than 6:30
p.m. on any Wednesday.”

(Adopted by the Board of Education on August 17, 1992)

Only the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee may make exceptions to this policy.

Many “what if” type questions may arise as a result of this policy.  For instance, could a practice of
some type be held after 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday?  Possibly, but in rare instances.  What about
tournaments where it will be necessary to play on Wednesday?  An exception would be made.

.
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Absenteeism

In respect to coaching/sponsoring and absenteeism on the day of a scheduled contest, the following
policy will be in effect:

“If you are absent for illness on the day of a scheduled contest, you will not be permitted to coach/sponsor.  The
administration will resort to either canceling and attempting to reschedule the event or asking another
coach/sponsor from within the system to take over your coaching/sponsoring duties.”

With respect to student absenteeism and interscholastic activities under Citizenship Standards, Article
VII, and Section 2:

“If a student misses class on the date of a contest without being excused by the principal, he/she shall not be
considered eligible on that date.”

Please make your students cognizant of the above standard and your cooperation in seeing that they
abide by this rule will be sincerely appreciated.

Policy for Participating in Activities as Related to School Discipline

According to the Missouri State High School Activities Association (MSHSAA) eligibility standards, a
student must be a good citizen to compete in extracurricular sanctioned programs.  Therefore, any
student who is suspended from school for any disciplinary reason, including policies pertaining to drug,
alcohol and tobacco guidelines, will not be allowed to participate in any extracurricular activity during
his/her suspension and possibly for a period of time after returning to school.  The period of time would
be determined by the principal and head coach or sponsor of the activity involved, and it would be
determined by the severity of the suspension.
Those students who represent OHS in sanctioned activities and are observed outside of school by their
sponsor/coach or administrator to be using, possessing, or under the influence of drugs or alcohol shall
be subjected to the discipline measures listed below.  Likewise, any time an officer of the law notifies
the school (verbal or written) of any inappropriate conduct, the same measures would apply to the
student(s).

E-cigarettes, Tobacco, Drugs and Alcohol Policy for Students

The following rules are established by the school, MSHSAA, Board Policy and the coach or sponsor of
each activity. The established rules will govern the student participants as long as they are enrolled in
the School of the Osage schools.  The rules apply during the summer months as well.
Any student partaking in the use or consumption of alcoholic beverages, use of e-cigarettes, tobacco, or
the use or possession of illegal drugs, will be considered in violation of the citizenship standard.
Verification of the above facts will be made by either the proper legal authorities, a staff member, school
administration, or self-reported by the student.

If a student violates this regulation his/her infraction will be reviewed by the head coach/sponsor,
activities director, and the principal.   Consequences resulting from a violation will be implemented
based on MSHSAA Policies, as well as School of the Osage Board Policies:
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● MSHSAA By Laws
○ 2.2, 2.2.1, 2.2.2 (a, b, & c), 2.2.3 (a, b, c, d, e, & f), 2.2.4, & 2.2.5

● SOTO Board Policies
○ AH, JED, JFCA, JFCB, JFCC, JFCE,  JFCF, JFCG, JFCH, JFCI, JFCJ, JFG,

JFG-AP(1), JG, & JG-R1

GENERAL LETTERING POLICIES

The following policies apply to all activities in which a school letter is awarded:

1. A student must complete the season or length of the activity.  (An exception is made in the event
of an injury that precludes a student from continuing in that activity.  The discretion of the coach
or sponsor is considered in these instances.)

2. A student suspended from the activity by a sponsor, coach, or principal will not letter.  A student
suspended from school because of disciplinary reasons will not automatically become ineligible
to receive a letter.  The coach/sponsor, Activities director and the administration will make the
decision about lettering eligibility.

3. Students must display proper conduct and good citizenship at school and at away activities.

4. Students must abide by the rules and regulations established by the sponsor or coach.

5. Only one letter will be awarded.  Letter recipients will receive service bars and insignias after
receiving their letter.

6. Letters should be worn chest high on the left side of the Indian letter jacket.

7. Only school awards should be worn on a letter.

8. Seniors who have participated in an activity and have not met the criteria for earning a letter may
receive a letter based on the recommendation of the coach/sponsor.

9. Letters for support personnel (managers, statisticians, stage managers, etc.) will be given letters
based on the recommendation of the sponsor/coach.

Academic Letter

A student may earn an academic letter during the sophomore year.  To qualify for the letter, students
must maintain an accumulative G.P.A. of 3.600 during their first three semesters of high school and be
approved by the Scholarship Committee.  The letter is awarded at the Honors Assembly at the end of the
sophomore, junior, and senior years.  The Scholarship Committee will be appointed annually by the high
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school principal and consist of the principal, counselor, one language arts teacher, one mathematics
teacher, one science teacher, and one social studies teacher.  Each letter recipient must be approved by
the committee on the basis of attendance, school attitude and desire to acquire knowledge.  The
committee’s decision will be subjective and final.
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Scholar Bowl Team

Lettering guidelines for academic bowl team:
1. Attend all practices unless excused by the coach/sponsor.
2. Play in at least ten quarters of varsity contests
3. Demonstrate good citizenship standards in and out of school.
4. A senior who meets all of the above requirements except number two will letter.

Baseball

Students may earn a baseball letter under the following conditions:
1. Playing in at least twenty-five (25) percent of the varsity innings.
2. Playing in less than twenty-five (25) percent of the varsity innings as a result of an injury that

prevents participation.  However, the student must meet all other criteria.
3. A student who exhibits hustle, desire and team spirit throughout the season and plays in less than

twenty-five percent but more than twenty percent of the varsity innings.
4. A senior shall letter regardless of the playing time, if he exhibits hustle, desire and team spirit

throughout the entire season.
5. A student must maintain good citizenship standards in and out of school.

Basketball - Boys and Girls

In order to earn a varsity letter, students must:
1. Attend all practices unless excused by the coach.
2. Play in at least one-fourth of the varsity game quarters.
3. Demonstrate good citizenship standards at school.
4. Cooperate and work within the framework of the team.
5. Any student who has been out for the entire season yet unable to participate due to injury may

letter at the coaches discretion.

Cross Country – Boys and Girls

To letter in cross country, a student must:
1. Meet all good citizen standards of the school
2. Participate in all meets and practices unless excused by the coach
3. At all times, put the team success ahead of individual accomplishments
4. Have the approval of the coach and principal
5. Medal and/or show improvement throughout the season
6. Any student can letter by meeting predetermined performance standards set by the coach, and who

otherwise fail to meet the above lettering criteria
7. A runner injured during the season may letter if the injury prevented them from further competitions
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Football

Students may earn a football letter under the following conditions:
1. Play in twenty-five (25) percent of the varsity football quarters
2. Playing in less than twenty-five percent of the varsity quarters as a result of an injury.  However,

the player must meet all of the other criteria.
3. A student exhibits hustle, desire and team spirit throughout the season and plays in less than

twenty-five percent of the quarters but at least twenty percent of the quarters.
4. A senior shall letter regardless of playing time, if he exhibits hustle, desire and team spirit

throughout the entire season.

Golf - Boys and Girls

Letters will be awarded to students participating in golf by achieving one or more of the following:
1. Be on the Varsity roster for a minimum of 3 meets or tournaments.
2. Be on the Varsity roster for the Conference and District Tournament.
3. Any senior who has participated on the golf team for a minimum of 2 years and is otherwise in

good academic standing.

Instrumental Music

Each student enrolled in varsity band for the entire school year will have the opportunity to earn a
varsity letter.  In order for a student to earn a letter he or she must show a high level of accomplishment
for the entire year-long course in the areas of musicianship, attendance, and volunteering time and work
for the betterment of the band program and Osage High School.  Students must be a member of the
All-Conference Band or participate as a soloist or ensemble member.

Points will be assigned for all band activities including rehearsals, performances, leadership positions,
and extra duties or assignments throughout the year.  Students may accumulate points towards a varsity
letter with any number of activities or work, i.e. working at Tri-County Music Festival, working in the
band library, being a member of the stage crew, etc.   Lettering in varsity band requires 110% of the
minimum points for required activities.
The following example should make the process more clear.

EXAMPLE

25 Early Morning Band Practices x 20 points--------500

12 Performances during the year x 100 points------1200

Sub-Total                                                                   1700

Additional 10%-------------------------------------------170

Grand Total                                                             1870
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Students must earn at least the number of points in the grand total to earn a varsity letter.

Soccer – Boys and Girls

In order for a student to letter in soccer, the following criteria must be achieved:
1. Must attend all practices and games unless the absence is approved in advance by the coach.
2. A student must play in one-fourth (1/4) of all varsity games.
3. Any student injured during the season may letter if the injury prevented participation in

one-fourth of the games.
4. Any senior who played all four years (or the number of years at Osage) but did not meet the

numbers of games may letter with the coach’s recommendation.

Softball

In order for a student to letter in softball, the following criteria must be achieved:
1. Must attend all practices and games unless the absence is approved in advance by the coach.
2. A student must play in one fourth (1/4) of all varsity innings.
3. Any student injured during the season may letter if the injury prevented participation in

one-fourth of the innings.
4. Any senior who played all four years (or the number of years at Osage) but did not meet the

numbers of innings may letter with the coach’s recommendation.

Speech, Drama, and Debate

In order to letter in speech, drama, and debate a student must complete the following requirements:
1. Be a member in good standing of the Speech and Debate Team with consistent involvement

throughout the year.
2. Be significantly involved in the fall play, Osage Speech Contest, and/or Injun Antics.
3. Have a good attitude and a superior team spirit.
4. Earn a trophy at least once at contest, compete in all contests, or earn 100 contest points

throughout the year.

Contest Points are as follows:

Competing 20

Observing 15

Advancing to finals 10
Filling an entry 10

(Maximum of 40 points per contest)

Negative points may be earned.  These are as follows:
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Dropping an unfilled entry -10

Unexcused contest absence -20

Tennis - Boys and Girls

All letter winners must meet all of the first four criteria or be eligible due to items # 5 or #6.
1. Students must attend all practices unless the coach approves their absence in advance.
2. Demonstrate good sportsmanship.
3. Demonstrate good citizenship standards in and out of school.
4. Play in at least one half of the varsity matches in either singles or doubles.
5. A senior who has met all of the requirements except number four may letter with the

recommendation of the coach.
6. Any student used in post season play (district, sectional, etc.) is eligible for a letter with the

approval of the head coach.

Track – Boys and Girls

To letter in track, a student must:
1. Score as many points as the number of track meets scheduled.
2. Meet all good citizenship standards of the school.
3. Participate in all meets and practices unless excused by the coach.
4. At all times, put the team success ahead of individual accomplishments.
5. Have the approval of the coach and principal.
6. A senior may letter on the recommendation of the coach.
7. TRACK PROVISIONAL LETTER: Provisional certificates will be awarded to those students

earning one-half of the required points and those students sustaining an injury but otherwise
would have lettered.

8. PERFORMANCE STANDARD LETTER: Any student can letter by meeting predetermined
performance standards set by the coach, and who otherwise fail to meet the above lettering
criteria.  Performance standard letters must be witnessed and approved by the head track coach.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS - BOYS
100 METER DASH – 11.9
200 METER DASH – 24.9
400 METER DASH – 55.0
800 METER RUN – 2.12
1600 METER RUN – 5:05
3200 METER RUN – 11:10
110 HIGH HURDLE – 16.8
300 INT. HURDLE – 44.0
DISCUS – 120’
SHOT PUT – 40’
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HIGH JUMP – 5’ 8”
LONG JUMP – 19’
POLE VAULT – 11’
TRIPLE JUMP – 39’

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS - GIRLS
100 METER DASH
200 METER DASH
400 METER DASH
800 METER RUN
1600 METER RUN
3200 METER RUN
110 HIGH HURDLE
300 INT. HURDLE
DISCUS
SHOT PUT
HIGH JUMP
LONG JUMP
POLE VAULT
TRIPLE JUMP

Varsity Choir

1. A student must maintain a “B” average for all four quarters.
2. A student must have NO unexcused absences from a performance.
3. A student must participate in the Tri-county and District contest with a solo or ensemble.

CHOIR POINTS SYSTEM
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All extra rehearsals are ten (10) points each.  You must have a total of 1500 points for the concert choir
and 2000 points for Les Chanteurs.  Additional points may be earned by working as a door monitor,
usher, etc. for GLAAC performances, concerts, district auditions, and Tri-County music festival.

Volleyball

A student must achieve and abide by the following criteria to letter in volleyball:
1. Students must attend all practices and games unless the coach approves their absence.
2. A student must dress out and/or play in fifty (50) percent of the varsity games and matches.
3. Any student injured during the season may letter by attending all remaining games and practices

set by the coach provided that they have met all other criteria.
4. Managers and statisticians must attend all required practices set by the coach and attend all of the

matches.
5. Swing team players not meeting the fifty percent rule from item two may letter if all other

criteria have been met and their performances at practices and contests is acceptable by the
coach.

Wrestling

Students may earn a wrestling letter under the following conditions:
1. Play in twenty-five (25) percent of the varsity matches.
2. Playing in less than twenty-five percent of the varsity matches as a result of an injury.  However,

the player must meet all of the other criteria.
3. A student exhibits hustle, desire and team spirit throughout the season and plays in less than

twenty-five percent of the matches but at least twenty percent of the matches.
4. A senior shall letter regardless of playing time, if he exhibits hustle, desire and team spirit

throughout the entire season.
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USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
AFTER SCHOOL HOURS

School facilities may be used after regular hours for school activities under the direct supervision of the
staff.  The coach/sponsor is directly responsible for the care and supervision of the facilities, and
students are not to use these facilities without direct supervision.  The sponsor or coach must be
physically present and be actively supervising the activity.

1. School facilities are not available on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays without administration
approval.

2. All activities scheduled after regular activity hours (6:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.) must be approved by
the activities director and placed on the official School of the Osage Facilities Usage calendar
kept by the activities director.

3. Sponsors and coaches are to remain with the students until the entire group is out of the building.
4. Soda and food are not to be taken into any part of the building except the commons area.  During

practices in the gym, only participants should be allowed unless the coach/sponsor has given
someone approval.  The gym is to be used only for physical education and athletic events.  It is
not a recreational area for general use.

Teachers who wish to schedule events and use school facilities must have the event
approved by the activities director and have it entered into the School of the Osage
Facilities Usage calendar.
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FINANCIAL POLICIES

1. NO ONE MAY PURCHASE ITEMS AT SCHOOL EXPENSE without the completion of a
purchase order approved by activities director and superintendent.  Purchase orders must list,
describe, and price all items before they are approved.  They must also carry the signature of the
teacher, as well as the signature of the department head.  All invoices or bills must have the
signature of the purchaser.  Be sure that prices are taken from a current catalog.

2. The school does not purchase items C.O.D.
3. Payment will not be made on any item until it is in the school’s possession and has been

approved by the purchaser.
4. Teachers are not to collect money from students except in specific cases and under specific

procedures set up by the administration.
5. Purchases should be planned at least one week before the item is needed if to be purchased in

town, and at least one month if to be ordered by mail.  All items needing checks are to be
submitted thirty days in advance.

6. Purchases per telephone are not allowed unless they are local and approved by the activities
director.

7. No items will be ordered on approval.
8. All bills to be paid are to be turned in by the 10th of each month.  Checks are only approved on

the third Tuesday of each month, so if you will need a check for registration at a workshop or
entry fees for a team, you must plan ahead.

9. See board policy DLCA for information pertaining to reimbursement for athletic related
overnight travel expenses.

Procedures on Making Purchases

1. Fill out the electronic purchase order according to district procedures and submit it to the
Activities Director.

2. After the activity/Activities director’s approval the purchase order will be returned to the
coach/sponsor.

3. The coach/sponsor will then place the order.

4. After the coach/sponsor has received the merchandise, the coach/sponsor will sign the shipping
bill or invoice and present it to the Activities director’s office for payment.  Please indicate
approval with signature and date.

5. If any item or items were not included in the order due to back order, cancellation, etc. please
note these items before turning the invoice in to the office.
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HANDLING OF MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

Emergency Numbers

Ambulance/Fire/Sheriff/Police – 911
Transportation Director:  Clint Hague - (C) 573-745-0075
HS Principal:  David Dawson - (C) 573-745-0271
MS Principal:  Brian Dickerson – (C) 573-690-0541
MS Asst. Principal:  David Harris – (C) 573-280-9322
A.D.: Tom Guinn - (C) 314-560-6816
Information to give to Paramedics:

1. Your Name
2. School Name
3. Phone number you are calling from
4. Location
5. Directions for entering campus
6. Student name and type of injury

Proper procedures

1. A responsible person MUST stay with the injured student.
2. Do not move a seriously injured student.  (Especially with a back

or neck injury.)
3. Have a responsible person call appropriate persons on the front

of this card.
4. Have a responsible person meet an ambulance at the facility

entrance.
5. Have a copy of students’ physical form.
6. Contact parents’ ASAP
7. Fill out an injury report form and file with the school nurse
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PAY POLICY FOR SUMMER CAMPS

Each head coach/sponsor will be allowed to use the schools facilities to hold a camp for up to a two-week period.  The
minimum number of days allowed for camp is five with at the maximum of twelve.  Student instruction time should be as
follows:

Middle School and High School camps: Minimum of 2 hours per day

Elem. Camps: Minimum 1 ½ hours per day

Financially, a head coach/sponsor has two options for camp registration and payment.

Option #1
Registration:  There is no charge for the camp.  The coach/sponsor can offer a camp shirt to participants at cost.  This money
will be collected in the main office and deposited into the athletic in/out account of your respective sport.  This allows
the purchase to be made without sales tax.  Board policy should be used in collecting money and purchasing those items
offered to students.

Camp payment: The school district will pay coaches/sponsors at the following rates.
Head coaches/sponsors: $200
Assistants: $150

Option #2
Registration: A head coach/sponsor can charge up to $35.  In this case the head coach/sponsor is responsible for any cost
incurred, such as T-shirts, prizes, or awards that he or she decides to provide to the campers.  He or she is also responsible for
paying his or her assistants for their participation.

Camp payment after expenses:
Head coach/sponsors: 50% of net profit
Assistants: 50% of net profit divided by the number of assistants participating.
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SUMMER CAMP COACH/SPONSOR PAY REQUEST

Month Date
August
September
October
November
December
January

Name: ______________________________

Position: _____________________________

Job performed: _______________________________ Total Pay: ______________

Name: _______________________________

Position: _____________________________

Job performed: : _______________________________ Total  Pay:_____________

Name: _______________________________

Position: _____________________________

Job performed: ______________________________ Total Pay: _____________________

Name: _______________________________

Position: _____________________________

Job performed: ______________________________ Total Pay: _____________________

Name: _______________________________

Position: _____________________________

Job performed: ______________________________ Total Pay: _____________________

Approved by _______________________________________ Date: _________________
(Principal or Activities director)
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ACCIDENT REPORT FORM
(Instructions to complete on back)

Student name_______________________________  Date_________________

Describe accident: _________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Injury that occurred: ________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Activity in which student was involved:__________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Date and time of accident:  __________________________________________

Name and Location of staff in charge at time of accident:  __________________

________________________________________________________________

Action taken:  _____________________________________________________

Steps that could be taken to avoid this type of accident in the future:

_________________________________________________________________

Parent contacted: ___________________________________________________

Signature of person filling out report: _________________________________

***************************************************************************
TO BE COMPLETE BY NURSE:
Date received _________________________

Follow-up by nurse ____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Cc: Superintendent

Principal
Student file
Accident file
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INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPLETE ACCIDENT REPORT
FILL OUT REPORT, SIGN IT AND RETURN IT TO YOUR SCHOOL NURSE ASAP

1. The staff person who saw the accident or the one present at the time should complete the
accident report.

2. Criteria for making an accident report:
a. Student had to go home or parent had to be called due to the injury.
b. Student had to go to Dr. as a result of the accident.
c. Student had to go to the Emergency Room.
d. You find out later that the child received medical care as a result of the accident.

3. Do not tell parents that school insurance covers accidents.  The school has insurance, but it covers very
little (usually only 10% or less.)

4. Fill this out with just the facts, be honest.  Do not make excuses or be defensive.  Accidents happen.

DESCRIBE ACCIDENT:
1. STATE JUST THE FACTS

Correct example: Jane fell and hit her head on the desk.
Incorrect example: Jane fell and I didn’t see her so I couldn’t catch her and she hit her head on the desk.

2. DON’T MAKE UP FACTS ( You only know what you see)
Correct example: Jane came to me with a bump on her head.
Incorrect example: Jane has a bump on her head and she probably hit the desk.

INJURY THAT OCCURRED:

1. STATE THE FACTS
Correct: Jane has a large blue/black bump on her forehead, about the size of a tennis ball.
Incorrect: Jane has a large bruise and was taken to the Dr. to see if she has a concussion.

2. USE A LOT OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS:
How much?  How big?  Where?  What color?

ACTIVITY STUDENT WAS INVOLVED IN:

Recess, practice, football, classroom, PE, etc.

ACTION TAKEN:

STATE WHAT YOU DID:

Correct example – Jane was carried to the clinic and ice was applied.

Incorrect example – Jane was taken to the hospital to get an X-ray.

STEPS THAT COULD BE TAKEN TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM:
If you see anything that could have prevented the accident.  If you don’t see anything, state that.

Examples: Jane should not have been running in the classroom.

I don’t see anything that could have prevented the accident.
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PARENTS CONTACTED:
Describe any contact with the parents.
Did you call?  Send a note home?  If the parent picked them up after practice you should go out and explain any
injury that happened that you are concerned about.

SIGN REPORT AND GET IT TO YOUR BUILDING NURSE ASAP, OR THE NEXT DAY (If it happened
after school).

ATHLETIC HANDBOOK & ACTIVITY CONTRACT

All head coaches are required to distribute the Athletic Handbook to all athletes on the first day of
practice.  Coaches are further required to collect the signed activity contract and return it to the
activity/activities director’s office before the athlete can participate in a contest.
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